
The D36 engine series, made to last
ACHIEVE OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE



Anglo Belgian Corporation

OUR MARINE SERVICES

ABC ENGINES, YOUR PARTNER AT SEA
Anglo Belgian Corporation is one of Europe’s leading medium speed  engine manufacturers. For more than 
100 years ABC has been supplying power solutions to all those who know what the heart of their vessels 
is: the engine. We demonstrate market-leading expertise in developing medium speed diesel engines in an 
international environment. ABC stands for reliability and excellent performance under the hardest and most 
demanding conditions, while still offering low fuel and lube oil consumption. Equally important is the easy 
maintenance, ensuring long periods between overhauling. Our engines have a low engine noise level for 
a user-friendly workspace. The characteristic medium speed below 1000 rpm and the cleverly engineered 
distribution of the loads ensure a high mechanical performance, and therefore guarantee the longevity of the 
engine and its components. As such, ABC contributes to your business and makes sure you and your crew get 
home safely. Achieve operational excellence!

Since the very start, ABC is an expert in creating engines for ship propulsion. This allows us to deliver stable 
power solutions for professional heavy duty applications where reliability can be a matter of survival. Besides 
propulsion, our engines are used as gensets. In these cases, we combine all technical advantages of our 
engines in order to obtain a reliable source of power for vessels, offshore platforms or any other maritime 
application. Our engines can easily be used in hybrid systems for maritime purposes. A trustworthy main 
engine in combination with a modern and highly efficient electric motor combines the best of both worlds.

FOUR GENERATIONS OF TRUST, AND MORE TO COME
The best quality indicators of our work and engines are our clients. Lots of them have trusted us with the 
installation of our engines in their ships since 4 generations, from father to son. Only by listening to the people 
who work with our engines and understanding them and their needs, we have managed to earn their trust. ABC 
wishes to thank all those people who have become part of the ABC family, allowing us to become part of theirs.
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Meet the D36 engine series

BUILT TO LAST

A DURABLE DESIGN. The D36 engine 
series is strongly constructed for the 
toughest conditions encountered for any 
heavy-duty application like power plants, 
dredging, navy applications, fishing vessels 
and offshore projects. The engines have 
an extremely low bearing wear for high 
reliability and durability due to high quality 
bearings, a perfectly aligned crankshaft 
and a very rigid crankcase. 

FUEL EFFICIENCY. There’s a low overall 
fuel consumption, also in the medium 
speed ranges. This is due to the dual stage 
turbo-chargers and efficient injection 
systems.

DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR. The engine has 
a maximum engine torque that remains 
available at lower speeds and a very fast 
load pick-up for both propulsion (ensuring 
stable speed and torque) and gensets 
(ensuring stable frequencies and tension). 

A SYSTEM OF PLN/CR. The D36 is available 
in electronic configuration (common rail) or 
fully mechanical (PLN).

VARIOUS FUEL OPTIONS. The options 
vary from MDO to LSO and heavy fuel.

When you choose a DL36 or a DV36 engine for your vessel, you know you will start a long 
journey together. What is long, you ask? The D36 will easily serve as the heart of your 

vessel for about 3 million miles. That’s more than 7 times to the moon and back. 

The D36 series excels in durability and long-lasting quality. Choosing for a D36 engine, is 
signing for a future that is steady as a rock. In short, the D36 is a future proof engine built 

on a rich history. No surprises. You better get used to it. 
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LOW INSTALLATION COSTS. These costs are limited 
due to the fact that the main auxiliary equipment such 
as coolers, filters and thermostatic valves is already 
installed on the engine. 

100 % POWER AVAILABILITY AT PTO SIDE.

LOW LUBRICATING OIL CONSUMPTION. This 
consumption is lowered due to the innovative pistons, 
rings and liners design.

LOW EMISSIONS.

REDUCED MAINTENANCE TIME. A removable cylinder 
pack assembly unit simplifies maintenance.

LOWEST MAINTENANCE COSTS IN THE MARKET.

TAILORED DESIGNS.
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6 DL36-600  600  3120  4239  2995  3744  2995  3744

6 DL36-720  720  3744  5087  ---  ---  3594  4493

6 DL36-750  750  3900  5299  3744  4680  ---  ---

8 DL36-600  600  4160  5652  3994  4992  3994  4992

8 DL36-720  720  4992  6783  ---  ---  4792  5990

8 DL36-750  750  5200  7065  4992  6240  ---  ---

12 DV36-600  600  6328  8604  6075 7594  6075 7594

12 DV36-720  720  7594  10325  ---  ---  7290  9113

12 DV36-750  750  7910  10755  7594 9493  ---  ---

16 DV36-600  600  8438  11472  8100       10125  8100  10125

16 DV36-720  720  10125  13766  ---  ---  9720  12150

16 DV36-750  750  10547 14340  10125  12656  ---  ---

Pn (kVA)

Engine type rpm

Engine power (ISO 3046 – I) Nominal power of gensets DL36

kW HP
50 Hz electric - 3 phase 60 Hz electric - 3 phase

PW (kW) Pn (kVA)PW (kW)

POWER

BASIC DATA

Cycle  4 stroke, single acting

Cylinders  6-8 in line, 12-16 in V

Bore  365 mm

Stroke  420 mm

Swept volume

 6 cylinders: 263,4 liters
 8 cylinders: 351,2 liters
 12 cylinders: 526,8 liters
 16 cylinders: 702,4 liters

Compression ratio  15,5 : 1

Injection 
 Common Rail (Alternatively: direct, 

 mechanical, one pump per cylinder)

Brake mean effective pressure  24 bar (at 750 rpm)

Piston speed  10,5 m/s (at 750 rpm)

Charging system  2 stage charging

The DL36 & the DV36

GENERAL DATA

DATASHEET 
ABC DIESEL ENGINES 
TYPE DL36 & DV36

Operational circumstances based on ISO-conditions (ISO 3046-I). 
ABC reserves the right to alter the technical data without  
prior notice.

DEFINITION  
DL36 & DV36

Medium speed engine, turbocharged & intercooled, available in  
Anti-clock and Clock rotation. Can run on diesel, heavy fuel and  
bio-fuels. Dual fuel execution is also possible.

EMISSION
Comply with all environmental requirements,  
such as IMO TIER II / TIER III

CLASSIFICATION
Anglo Belgian Corporation is ISO9001:2015 certified. All engines 
are individually tested on test benches with option of the 
presence of the client and possibility of all major classifications.

Conversion factors used: 1 metric HP = 0,736 kW → Generator efficiency: η = 0,96 → Power factor: cos φ = 0,8



The D36, made to last

FOUR ON A ROW

6DL36
3900kW @ 750rpm

8DL36
5200kW @ 750rpm

12DV36
7910kW @ 750rpm

16DV36
10548kW @ 750rpm



CONTACT DETAILS
Anglo Belgian Corporation 
Wiedauwkaai 43 
9000 Ghent (Belgium) 
T +32 (0)9 267 00 00 
F +32 (0)9 267 00 67 
E info@abc-engines.com 
www.abc-engines.com 
Member of the Ogepar group

Service- & sales support worlwide

LET’S MEET!

FIELDS OF ACTIVITY

Marine propulsion  
& auxiliary gensets 

Land based  
power generation

Engines for traction

Special applications

HEADQUARTERS


